FOR an Englishman who has lived and woi-ked in other lands lopg enough to have acquired the necessary degree of detachment there is peculiar fascination in observing the ways of this queer animal, the English people, , in its native habitat. One is reminded so often of an elephant. There is the same lumbering, clumsy-looking strength, combined, on occasion, with a surprising capacity for delicate discrimination and subtle precision of action; the same air of placid unconcern concealing a sensitive alertness ' that can' , be so disconcerting to friend and foe alike; the same serviceableness and tractability in the long spells of quiescence) with the same implacable resolution in the briefer spells of vigorous action; and, one ' more elephantine trait, those strange ,hesitancies and delays preceding actIon) as though the creature were moved by reservations so subtle and deepseated as to defy articulate expression. Such is this ancient Jumbo among the nations. No English word is more expressive than that strange word «h~nch." One might almost say' that the Englishman doesn't think, he has hunches. A deal of nonsense is talked, even by the English themselves, about their being an illogical people. Sometimes this is true) but on such occasions they are usually being just plain stupid. ,But mostly, what is called illogicality is really the operation of the characteristic English hunch. This is, in fact, a deeper and more subtle .logic, more pragmatic and less formal than the syllogistic procedures of the conscious logician. It springs undoubtedly from a rooted conviction, the fruit of long experience, that if you force reality too rlgorously into the wire cages of verbal formula most of its vital juices are squeezed out and lost. The British Constitution, a system of unspoken understandings rather than of formulated provisions, is there as a monument to the trait. The working of the hunch is much more easily illustratedthan described. A supreme example, decisive in its historic consequences, is seen in the events of May, 1940. For some time the elephant had been profoundly uneasy, and emitting premonitions of action. Then, sure of the approach of danger) with one shrug of its powerful shoulders it threw off the Chamberlain Government, with a sure swing of its trunk it picked up Winston Churchill and set him aloft, and then turned head-on to face the blast. Never has the English hunch meant so much for mankind. Contrast its operation with the tortuosities of the Nazi hyena! This impression of the ways of the English animal has been given at ,the 9utset since without some insight into these ways it is impossible to understand what has been happening and what may yet happen in Engjish education. In no field of English life and action is it more necessary that 181
\ he who would act with effect should study closely tpe peculiar processes of the hunch. For doctrinaires this is the frostiest and most unfruitful of lands, though many of them never succeed in grasping the fact. The statesman or reformer who achieves results does so because he has learned to ~ccommodate his action to the generative processes of the hunch, to endur.e patiently the delays, hesitations, and apparent stupidities, to hold on in the assurance ~that an awakening will come, with the necessary burst of energy, and above all to be prepared "for an ultimate product rather different in shape and content from what he anticipated or perhaps desired. For, once the hunch is in sure action, it is of the first importance that you"the' statesman, should estimate accurately how much you are going to get out of it. If you go for too much you may come a cropper, just as you will if ' you act prematurely, before the hunch is working in strength. It is this latter cause which accounts for the failure of so much of the well-advertised but premature Fisher Act of 1918.
It is very much to the credit of Mr. R. A. Butler, now Minister of Education ,in ' the new regime, that he has extracted just about as much as was possible from the very powerful hunch about national education which has been gathering strength for some years. The resulting Act may well be described as in some respects revolutionary, not so much in its purely educational provisions as in the sweeping and rather profound changes in social attitudes and habits which will have to take place if the full harvest of possibility is to be reached. ' The critics of the Act are largely the doctrinaires, for the most part persons who have little sense of the implications 'of decislve and responsible action in so difficult a field, and seem to be more enamoured of a neat and symmetrical paper-plan than ready to welcome action which, while it does lea ve a good deal for the processes of history to complete-necessarily so with such a people-does also register and give statutory effect to the decisive changes oj direction. It is these changes of direction, both those implied and those recorded in the Act, which are so significant. , The doctrinaire critics can readily be discounted; the dangers of frustration or only partial fulfilment of hopes do not come from that quarter. They spring rather from the deposits of a century or more of English social history as expressed in settled class-feelings, "prestige" values which often have behind them neither the long history nor the social justification that aloe claimed for them, queer snobberies affecting in different ways all classes alike and-an important factor-a long-established habit among the mass of the people of passive acquiescence in educational pro~ision made for them from above.
It would be wrong to 'call this last-mentioned trait a symptom of a slavish temper. It is rather a sign of delayed awakening, but the awakening must now come if the full possibilities of the Act are to be realized. In other words we have not yet in England an ything that can fairly be described as a~-active and well-understood national philosophy of education such as operates in Canada and the United States. So it is by no means the least of the merits of the new Act that it implies and calls for the development and operation of precisely such a national philosophy. That is indeed o~e of the significant changes of direction already referred to, a decisive swing towards a more truly democratic system. \¥e can now turn to the provisions of the Act. But first we must take a glance at the educational landscape as the Minister saw it when he set himself to the re-survey that was to give shape to his bill. What he saw was ' still something of a jungle of unco-ordinated historical growths. Or rather, to vary the metaphor, he saw, as for the mass of the people, not ' exactly a blasted heath but certainly a great stretch of inadequately cultivated territory. For the great majority schooling ended at fourtee.n. What made thjs inadequacy much worse, more harmful to national unity and efficiency in the coming age, was that all this schooling was given in the "elementary" school and under the influence of what we must call the "elementary tradition." True, most of the seniors (from eleven to fourteen) had been gathered into separate "senior" schools for treatment more suitable to their age and abilities. But these were still elementary. Moreover, a number up to about fifteen per cent could, by way of a competitive examination held around the age of eleven, secure a much-coveted place in a secondary school and stay there possibly until they were eighteen. But in so passing they came under quite another tradition going back at least as far as Plato. The "elementary" tradition, however, goes back little farther than the Poor Law reform of 1836. No wonder that this limited opening up since 1902 of a secondary school system to selected. "elementary" pupils, while it has done much good} has also served to dig yet one more chasm across this much-divided English society. For, granted the great traditions of the Grammar SC. hool and the persistence alongside' . it in such strength of the much lowlier "elementary" tradition, a secondary education was bound to carry with it the stamp of privilege. .so it} is significant and quite understandable that the development of the publiclyprovided secondary school on this limited basis should have been acc9m-panied by an equally marked development of the so-called "independent" schools, the public schools as they are so curiously named. In the . circumstances they came to stand for privilege at a still higher level and were consequently all the more sought after by the socially aspiring or exclusive. The line of attack upon an order of things which could never be really democratic unless it was made basically so, was obviously the "elementary" tradition. It never was a true educational tradition. Its origins and stigmata were all, in fact, social. Its character is most truthfully conveyed in the blunt nineteenth-century language about "instruction of the children of the labouring poor in the elements of reading, writing and arithmetic." True, in recent years the good elementary school 'was something much better than that. But it could never throw off the marks of the tradition, which in themselves were nothing educational. What it really stood for was, first, a segregated social lowliness, and secondly (and consequentially), cheapness. So long as it persisted in anything like its traditional form no genuine modernization of the English educational structure was possible.
It is this that Mr. Butler has grasped so firmly. He has won the las'ting honour of being the first Minister to pilot an Education Bill through Parliament in which the word "elementary" does not occur at all. In the all-important seventh clause it is laid down without qu~lification that the stages of education [or all alike shall be these: primary, secondary, and "further" education as we call it in this country. So at last we are giving to educational phenomena their true educational names and discarding those which .imply rather privilege and social discrimination. Public legislation and administnition thus provide the opportunity; ,it will now be for changed and more communal social attitudes to take full advantage of it.
Thus we get at last secondary' education for all with the leaving age to be raised to fifteen immediately (or as soon as we' can do it) and eventually to sixteen. That sets us many pretty problems of devising curricula in suitable variety, planning the inter-relationships of different kinds of school, working out criteria by which to decide for each pupil what is the suitable curriculum or type of. school, settling the age at which crucial decisions should be taken, 'and a dozen more such puzzles. There are no clear answers as yet, but in an England which is now. beginning to talk quite seriously and even anxiously about educational research) and to make some provision for it, quite a h~rvest of interesting developments may soon be sprouting.
The elementary tradition was undoubtedly a prominent feature of the landscape which the Minister contemplated in his ' survey, whether he saw it as a chasm or a mountain barrier. But he would also see much else. He would see a luxuriant but variegated and tangled growth of 'many kinds. There were technical schools and colleges varying enormously' in size, resources, and levels of work, but never really integrated either with one another or with national education as a whole. Although they had developed important and fruitful relations with industry and' commerce, especially locally, no real effort had ever been made to determine their function in relation to national economy as a whole.
There were schools of arts in a similar condition, training colleges for teachers related to one another only in a common control by the central Board of Education and in themselves highly, variegated; other specialist colleges of many different kinds; and, a great growth of recent years, widespread provision for evening work such as the Evening Institutes which the London County Council has set up in such numbers 'and diversity. Nor must we forget a variety of forms and levels of provision for adult education, again bearing the characteristic English marks of spontaneity and unconcern for c~-6rdiriation.
. A considerable part of the Act is designed to bring some kind of order into this wilderness (not a howling one, for it laughs much and enjoys itself).
A minimum leaving age of sixteen will, in the l~ng run, assist the process enormously in ways that are obvious enough.
I t is in respect of this post-sixteen period that we take note of perhaps the most novel. and exciting provision, of the whole Act. This is the re-, quirement that young people, between the ages of ~ixteen and eighteen, who have left school shall attend for at' least one day each week at a new kind of institution, the "County College." Something like this was attempted by the Fisher Act of 1918 but failed for lack of the preliminary hunch. That the hunch is present in strength this time cannot be doubted. For we have learned much about this age-group and its needs. Clubs of many kinds have sprung up all over the country, most of them aided from public funds; youth-leadership is to become a career requiring an approved course of training and enjoying status and conditions comparable to those of teaching, while, most important, the attitude of , industry has changed profoundly. Already there is a marked dispo$ition to plan the new County Colleges both generously and flexibly; so we should be on the 'way towards some exciting possibilities of experimentation with this very 'interesting and important body of young wage-earners.
At the other end of the ladder local authorities are required, not merely empowered, to provide nursery schools wherever there is a proved demand for them. So we can say, with little exaggeration, that in this Act we are proposing ' to take care of the young citizen from birth to the verge of maturity.
Such are the main elements of the plan. Obviously it carries with it much consequential provision, some of which is made in the Act itself. Other forms have had to be submitted to specially appointed committees for investigation and report.
Under the first head come such measures as a settlement with the chu~ches, which still have about 10,000 schools at the "elementary" level up and down the country, and a good many secondary ones. A settlement was not reached without controversy and some dissatisfaction. But religious instruction and a formal act of worship are now to be obligatory -in all ,schools. Even among devout people who desire such things there is some misgiving about the possible consequences of enforcing them by law. Then changes of structure' carry with them important changes in local administration, too complex to be detailed here; but again controversial, and settled only by compromise. ' What may be called the "auxiliary" services are consolidated and strengthened by the Act; such things as an extensive and often highly efficien t school medical service, provision for school meals and milk, "special" schools for the physically or mentally defective, and agencies for vocational guidance and entry into employment.
But of all these consequential provisions in the Act itself the most striking and important is the change in the status and powers of the central authority. ,A ghostly "Board of Education" which existed on paper but never materialized, disappears, and its President now becomes plilin Minister. More important 1 it is no longer his function merely to supervise' and co-ordinate the a~tivities of local authorities and to administer gran ts-' in-aid. The local powers are now to be exercised "under his direction and control." This note of authority at the centre is a new thing in English educational administration. The reasons for it in this critical age are easy enough to understand. Dangers abroad, pressure for greater equality at 'home, and unknown possibilities ahead are justification enough. That the authority is to be real is proved by the Act itself. What were powers of local authorities now become duties, and quite new duties are added.
Of the consequential provision to be made outside the Act by administrative action we can mention only three outstanding examples, each of them the subject of exhaustive enquiry by a Departmental Committee. A committee under the chairmanship of Sir Arnold MeN air has carried through a thorough overhaul of the n~eds of the teaching profession 1 having ,in view the new order in education. Its recommendations are far-reaching and by no means un contentious, especially in their effect upon the universities. But there is little doubt that, in the main, they wilt be carried out, for they -are essential to the whole great design.
Then another committee, under Lord Fleming, has had the enormously , difficult task of finding some ways in which the hitherto exclusive "independent" schools can be brought, without hurt to themselves and with advantage to the nation, into fruitful relation with the national system. There have been some expressions of disappointment that the committee's recommendations should be so cautious and limited ill scope, but it is surely encouraging that a committee composed of such diverse and conflicting elements should have presented a unanimous report at all. What we need just now are not hasty and premature advances which may soon corrie to be regretted and then retracted, but sincere and emphatic affirmations and registerings of the all-essential cl2anges of direction. Something of this we do get in the .Fleming Report. There is a long road to travel yet, along ~hich are many sleeping dogs and possibly some raging lions. It is well to proceed cautiously on~e you-have accepted the signpost direction. A few eager people who have had little or no experience of the obstinate cussedness of rooted human habit when roughly handled, seem to be ready, in words at least, to adopt the summary methods of the duchess in Alice in Wonderland_ But nowhere are they less justifiable or likely to be more disastrous. The, case is muc~ more one for the slow processes of social evolution than for the catastrophic action of administrative fiat. Lastly a committee is sitting under the chairmanship of Lord Eustace Percy to investigate relations between technical colleges and universities. Somehow a delimitation must be effected; it is essential to economy and efficiency of effort in the fiercely competitive world which, in spite of appearances, may well be emerging. The committee is ~ strong one under good leadership and can be trusted to do a thorough job. Lengthy as. this article has become, it can give but the barest sketch of what is happening.
In conclusion some brief speculation as to the realizing of the new prospect may be permitted. The consciousness is now strong on this side of the water that we stand at yet another fateful crisis in our history, perhaps the most . fateful of all. What we make of our re-cast educational design will be both a symptom q.nd a contributory cause of the destiny that may be ours. If there is a failure of nerve, insufficient power and resolve to summon up the necessary energy and imagination, if self-discipline is lacking, then this country will pass, like its own Fighting Temeraire, into a glowing sunset and become at best a shrine of history and at worst a touringground for trippers.
But if none of these things fail and this nation can once again renew its 
